Spelling Crossword Puzzle
Unit C-1: /ā/ and /ä/ Words

ACROSS
1. road for a train
5. line, bar, or pie
7. sticker on an envelope
8. exchange
12. large machine used to lift heavy objects
13. platform for singing or dancing
14. four less than twelve
15. glowing part of a fire
17. The train stopped at the ____.
18. score on a test

DOWN
2. slope or incline
3. possibility of something happening
4. Ms. Smith made a ____ of cookies.
6. to lift or move up
7. protected from danger
8. spelling word that rhymes with hay
9. face cover
10. covered a gift in paper
11. related to magic
16. ha ha ha
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# Spelling Crossword Puzzle

**Unit C-1: /ã/ and /ā/ Words**

## Spelling Words
- mask
- track
- stamp
- stage
- grade
- they
- batch
- chance
- graph
- trade
- raise
- eight
- safety
- wrapped
- laugh

## Review Words
- ramp
- crane
- flame

## Challenge Words
- magical
- station

**Teachers:** Copy this word bank to the back of the puzzle page.
Spelling Crossword Puzzle
Unit C-1: /a/ and /ə/ Words

ACROSS
1. road for a train
2. slope or incline
3. possibility of something happening
4. Ms. Smith made a ___ of cookies.
5. line, bar, or pie
6. to lift or move up
7. sticker on an envelope
8. exchange
9. protected from danger
10. platform for singing or dancing
11. spelling word that rhymes with hay
12. large machine used to lift heavy objects
13. four less than twelve
14. glowing part of a fire
15. face cover
16. covered a gift in paper
17. The train stopped at the ___.
18. score on a test

DOWN
1. TRACK
2. T A M
3. C R A N E Y
4. S T A T E
5. S T A M P
6. S T A M P
7. S T A M P
8. T R A D E
9. TRACK
10. A M
11. M A R S
12. M A R S
13. S T A G E
14. E I G H T Y
15. F I V E
16. E I G H T Y
17. S T A T I O N
18. G R A D E
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